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4 Preface 

Preface 

Oracle Hospitality Cruise Dining Room Management consists of Oracle Hospitality 

Cruise Fine Dining System, Oracle Hospitality Cruise Meal Count System, and Oracle 

Hospitality Cruise Shipside Base for SilverWhere. Used all together or as individual 

modules, they provide an integrated solution with Oracle Hospitality Cruise Shipboard 

Property Management System, enabling detailed consumer analysis and the refinement 

of restaurant menus, quantities, and procedures. You can transfer data to the shore side 

Oracle Hospitality Fleet Management system for consolidation into the guest’s profile. 

Purpose 
These Release Notes provide a brief overview of additions, enhancements, and 

corrections implemented in this software release. Their intent is informative, not 

instructional. Review Fine Dining System's product documentation, including technical 

and application advisories for previous versions, for detailed information on installation, 

upgrade, configuration, and general use. 

Audience 
This document is intended for project managers, application specialist and users of 

Oracle Hospitality Cruise Fine Dining System. 

Customer Support 
To contact Oracle Customer Support, access My Oracle Support at the following URL: 

https://support.oracle.com 

When contacting Customer Support, please provide the following: 

 Product version and program/module name 

 Functional and technical description of the problem (include business impact) 

 Detailed step-by-step instructions to re-create 

 Exact error message received and any associated log files 

 Screen shots of each step you take 

Documentation 
Oracle Hospitality product documentation is available on the Oracle Help Center at 

http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/ 

Revision History 

Date Description of Change 

July 2016  Initial publication 

August 2018  Update document format 

https://support.oracle.com/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/
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1  System Requirements, Supported 
Systems, and Compatibility 

This section describes the minimum requirements to use the Fine Dining Management 

application. 

System Requirements/Suggested Hardware 
 LCD or plasma wide screen or a projector and a screen (multiple displays can be 

placed if more than one galley is present). HDMI cables might be required, and/or 

adapters for display ports. 

Or 

 Wireless keyboard and mouse for display to be placed in the chef’s office for easy 

access to display host PCs. Batteries will be required. 

 Wall mount for LCD/plasma screen or ceiling mount for projector. 

 HP Compaq Business Desktop or virtual machine, minimum 4 GB RAM and 4 CPUs 

to be used as an Interface PC. The 4 GB of RAM is an important requirement to avoid 

performance issues and printing delays. 

 EPSON TM-T88V-i printer that has a communication board with an inbuilt Web 

Service that supports ePOS printing. 

 Tablets: 

 Minimum 2 GB of RAM 

 Screen resolution recommended is 1600 x 900 

 OS support for Windows 8.1 pro 
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2  Installation and Upgrade  

Refer to Oracle Hospitality Cruise Fining Dining Installation Guide for more information.  
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3  Resolved Issues 

Release Notes 9.0.0 Build 

TPID Product Description 

TTP 18878 Enhancement Added functionality to location layout. 

TTP 18879 Enhancement Added a popup message with details if guest has a 

comment attached or special request at time server 

flags guest as seated. 

TTP 18880 Enhancement Enhanced New popup form with menu details will be 

displayed when user double clicks an item in the 

ordering screen. 

TTP 18882 Enhancement Table overview service rounds and guest orders, 

background color of tile should reflect the color 

assigned to the course. 

TTP 18897 Enhancement Guest Tiles on the service round is enhanced to include 

Guest Position at table and order by these positions. 

Guest with no position assigned will be placed at the 

end of the list. 

TTP 18898 Enhancement Table overview service rounds and guest orders, 

background color of tile should reflect the color 

assigned to the course. 

TTP 18899 Enhancement System in enhanced to check if table has a previous 

service round which has items that have not been 

flagged as served. Warning message will be displayed. 

TTP 18900 Enhancement Guest tiles background color will be different if guest is 

male/ female/ Generic account. 

TTP 18901 Enhancement System is enhanced to restrict server to a predefined 

number of active service rounds at any one time. 

TTP 19071 Enhancement Added a drop down list to filter security rights for 

Mobile, Non-Mobile and All. 

TTP 18906 Enhancement Added functionality to location overview. 

TTP 18908 Enhancement Generic accounts will be added to the system 

configurable in the FDS Configurator which allows 

server to select these accounts as guest at the table 

instead of an onboard passenger account. 

TTP 18909 Enhancement System is enhanced to include user security. 

TTP 18910 Enhancement Added the ability to flag a service round as a High 

priority. 

TTP 19031 Enhancement Added ability to set first chair position in location 

layout. 
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TPID Product Description 

TTP 19033 Enhancement Configurable option when enabled, user must have 

fired pre-check defined in point 2 of the FBR before 

check can be fired to the galley. 

TTP 19103 Enhancement Checks printed in galley will be modified to include a 

summarized total of items at the bottom of the check.  

This summarization will exclude modifiers. The 

summary will include all items from the entire service 

round. 

TTP 18907 Enhancement Encrypt/Decrypt queries when it send from mobile to 

web service or vice versa. 

TTP 19032 Enhancement A check will be printed at the specific galley location 

after the order has been taken. 

TTP 19102 Enhancement Print to multiple printers and filter by station and 

course. 

TTP 19162 Enhancement Add ability to Cancelled and Clear items in a service 

round. 

TTP 19537 FDS Configurator All Check header value with parameter control. 

Required Parameter  DM SClient_General - Check 

Header. 

TTP 19528 FDS Configurator Deleting a Galley Printer Station, will remove from the 

Restaurant. 

TTP 19536 FDS Configurator Able to add Tables manually at the location. 

TTP 19524 FDS Mobile Fixed Fine Dining - Publishing/ Updating of the app 

file is not working. 

TTP 19530 FDS Mobile To avoid confusion, fixed Fine Dining to exclude total 

number of Tables for all layout in Station form. 

TTP 19531 FDS Mobile Synch of the tablets work as expected. 

TTP 19532 FDS Mobile All seated passenger with position number are 

appearing on the order (page) overview. 

TTP 19533 FDS Mobile When setting all guest on a table are set to finished, the 

table appear dirty immediately. 

TTP 19526 FDS DB Installer Added the xcet information in DB Installer. 

TTP 18879 FDS Mobile At time server flags guest as seated, if guest has a 

comment attached or special request a popup message 

with details will be displayed. Required Parameter  

DM SClient_General - Show Guest Comment 

Message Box. 

TTP 19534 FDS Mobile Changed select button color to red button border. 

TTP 19535 FDS Mobile Fixed service tiles same size as order tiles. 
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TPID Product Description 

TTP 19698 FDS Mobile Added button to show/hide 1st chair position in 

location overview. Required Security SR 1209 - First 

Chair. 

TTP 19570 FDS Mobile Randomly the first Service Round could be serviced. 

TTP 19870 FDS Configurator Created DMS setup (Configurator). 

TTP 19758 FDS Configurator Fixed moved mobile emergency form to daily overview 

form. 

TTP 19525 FDS Configurator Fixed Updater continue to check or download apps 

from XAPP if WHO AM I ID matches between fidelio 

and fidelioDMS. 

TTP 19788 FDS Configurator Fixed location layout type can be changed from Classic 

Dining to Reservation or vice versa. 

TTP 19805 FDS Mobile Upgraded DevExpress 13.2 to DevExpress 14.1. 

TTP 19865 FDS Mobile Created FDS setup for Mobile. 

TTP 19786 FDS Mobile Fixed Overview shown service round tile with item. 

TTP 19955 FDS Mobile Enhanced to enable System to change dirty table to 

clean table. 

TTP 19523 FDS Mobile Printing Printer Name on the Check. General - Check 

Printer Name (Required Parameter Default Value 

Hide). 

TTP 19927 FDS Configurator Added backup printer at Station form. 

TTP 20082 FDS Mobile Moved Table tile, Order tile and Service tile to the first 

column. 

TTP 20081 FDS Mobile Warning message "No guest has been selected" shown 

if guest is not selected. 

TTP 19961 FDS Configurator System able to export/import modifier group and 

modifier via XML export. 

TTP 20529 FDS Configurator User is able to change menu item after event is created. 

TTP 20548 FDS Configurator fidelioDMS Database - Run script to fixed unique 

constraint error if error persists 

1. Increase sequence by xx number 

ALTER SEQUENCE fideliodms.CNT_MCMI 

INCREMENT BY xx; 

2. Check next sequence 

SELECT fideliodms.CNT_MCMI.NEXTVAL FROM 

dual; 

3. Reset it back to 1 
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TPID Product Description 

ALTER SEQUENCE fideliodms.CNT_MCMI 

INCREMENT BY 1;  

TTP 20527 FDS Mobile Show reservation comment for walk in user. 

Reservation comment show 30 min (buffer) before 

reservation time and no reservation comment show if 

guest is completed (status=F) and cancelled reservation 

(status=X). 

TTP 20534 FDS Mobile Sequence of menu items on tablet match with order of 

menu items setup in Configurator. 

TTP 20552 FDS Mobile Fixed 'Object reference not set to an instance of an 

object' when selecting a modifier for any menu item. 

TTP 20557 FDS Mobile Galley print printed accordingly and system prompts 

printer summary message box. 

TTP 20563 FDS Configurator System able to save display location after user created 

new/updated menu item. 

TTP 20557 FDS Mobile System able to print Pre-Check for meal item with 

modifier. 

 

Release Notes 9.0.1 Build 

TPID Product Description 

TTP 19071 FDS Configurator Added a drop down list to filter security rights for 

Mobile, Non-Mobile and All. 

TTP 19529 FDS Configurator Menu Branching a Menu is not working. 

TTP 21935 FDS Configurator Fixed Reports Data in tab "Report Selection formula, 

Report View Query and Report Copies SQL" 

disappeared when report is saved.  

TTP 21945 FDS Configurator Fixed Reports - User with two user roles is unable to 

view the report that is granted only to his second user 

roles. 

TTP 21946 FDS Configurator Fixed Reports - User access should auto grant the logon 

user to the report when user add a report. 

TTP 21947 FDS Configurator Fixed Report crashed with invalid field name found. 

TTP 19527 FDS DB Installer Overwrite of LOCATION_OPTION when run 

DB_Installer for updates. 

TTP 19624 FDS DB Installer DB Installer insert two columns for the same use. 

TTP 22008 FDS DB Installer Fixed an error returned when creating table's column 

that exists in table. 
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TPID Product Description 

TTP 22009 FDS DB Installer Invalid identifier column show. 

TTP 21987 FDS Mobile 'Reprint' to be labeled on checks when user reprints 

checks. 

TTP 21989 FDS Mobile 'Backup' to be labeled on checks when check prints at 

backup printer. 

TTP 22053 FDS Mobile Add parameter to control multiple tables into a service 

round. Required Parameter  DM SClient_Genera - 

Service Round accepts multiple table (default N). 

TTP 21990 FDS Mobile Fixed the Reprint check message box's cancel (No) 

button is not working. 

TTP 21991 FDS Mobile Fixed Startup-Web service connection message box's 

"Abort" button not exiting the system. 

TTP 21992 FDS Mobile Resynchronize data tile is not functioning. 

TTP 21994 FDS Mobile System displayed old web service connection after user 

changed it at startup. 

TTP 22006 FDS Mobile Emergency check printed when user clicked ESC key. 

TTP 22017 FDS Mobile Fixed Remove 'Cancel' button if it works the same as 

'No button. 

TTP 22042 FDS Mobile Fixed FDS did not download the updated Station 

Printer configuration. 

TTP 22055 FDS Mobile Fixed Seated guest from SilverWhere is not added into 

the database. 

TTP 22058 FDS Mobile Fixed FDS - MY STATION application is not 

refreshing based on timer. 

TTP 22067 FDS Mobile Fixed FDS - No Service ID for emergency print in 

service round. 

TTP 22088 FDS Mobile Fixed FDS - weird message displays when saving the 

connection setting. 

TTP 21930 FDS Configurator Fixed Reports - Unable to save new report due to error 

prompting “Error in Missing ID”. 

TTP 21931 FDS Configurator Fixed Reports - refresh the report overview 

automatically when new report is added. 

TTP 21943 FDS Configurator Fixed Reports - Event log is not functioning as 

expected. 

TTP 21995 FDS Configurator Fixed the Add daily event to show the preselect record 

if only 1 record is shown in location drop down list. 

TTP 21998 FDS Configurator Fixed Expected location guest volume show incorrectly. 
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TPID Product Description 

TTP 22007 FDS Configurator Fixed Daily Overview application crashing when the 

Command Button (Add, Edit, Delete) other than Events 

tab is clicked. 

TTP 22015 FDS Configurator Fixed Daily Overview prompting inappropriate 

messages when the Refresh button is clicked.  

TTP 22018 FDS Configurator Fixed Servers - Station is not updating based on server 

logon station in FDS. 

TTP 22049 FDS Configurator Fixed Reports - Report Properties Tree view 1 query 

and 2 are not being saved correctly. 

TTP 21988 FDS Mobile Added in FDS by Add Modifier functionality to be 

display in Groups. 

TTP 22037 FDS Mobile Reload Guest causes application to crash when guest 

table is empty. 

TTP 22003 FDS Mobile Added 'version' column in ALOCATION table. 

TTP 19536 FDS Configurator Able to add Tables manually at the location. 

TTP 21943 FDS Configurator Event log is not functioning as expected. 

TTP 21995 FDS Configurator Fixed the Add daily event to have the preselect record 

when only 1 record shown in location drop down list. 

TTP 22004 FDS Configurator Fixed Restaurant Layout - unable to create the same 

layout name once the layout is being deleted. 

TTP 22018 FDS Configurator Fixed Servers - Station is not updating based on server 

logon station in FDS. 

TTP 22203 FDS Configurator Fixed newly added Selectors in Report disappearing 

when editing other column and save. 

TTP 18878 FDS Configurator Added functionality to location layout SR 254 - Add 

Table and SR 255 - Delete Table. 

TTP 22281 FDS Configurator Servers - slow loading to display information. 

TTP 22097 FDS Mobile Services - Inconsistency in handling service round 

creation with warning message. 

TTP 22145 FDS Mobile Unable to proceed to services round when Pre- check is 

set to HIDE. 

TTP 22199 FDS Mobile Services - Service Round shows no pre-check printed 

even the pre-check flag is 1. 

TTP 22253 FDS Mobile Edit event menu at FDS Configurator is not reflected in 

tablet menu. 

TTP 22423 FDS Mobile Fixed slow loading to display table and order. 
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TPID Product Description 

TTP 22442 FDS Mobile Fixed system creates duplicate CHECK_HEADER 

records in oracle database when guest is added 

manually. 

TTP 22445 FDS Mobile Fixed guest disappeared after user redirect from 

Service form to Order form for the first time. 

TTP 22476 FDS Mobile Fixed log galley print check. 

TTP 22500 FDS DB Installer Fixed log in FDS tables like CHECK_HEADER, 

CHECK_ITEMS, CHECK_MODIFIERS and services 

1. DM SClient_Database - Enabled Service Log 

Trigger 

2. DM SClient_Database - Enabled Check Header 

Log Trigger  

3. DM SClient_Database - Enabled Check Item s Log 

Trigger 

4. DM SClient_Database - Enabled Check Modifiers 

Log Trigger  

5. DM SClient_Database - Purge Log Trigger 

 

Release Notes 9.0.2 Build 

TPID Product Description 

TTP 22689 FDS Mobile Fixed time zone default value to empty. 

TTP 22690 FDS Mobile Fixed system prompts error while creating LOG table 

in MSSQL. 

TTP 22830 FDS Displays Fixed error message show as soon as changing the item 

status to 'served'. 

TTP 22691 FDS Configurator Fixed Server grid does not updated when security role 

is changed. 

TTP 22984 FDS Configurator Fixed error in FDS while importing Locations from 

SilverWhere. 

TTP 22948 FDS Mobile Fixed Deleted server showed in server list. 

TTP 21974 FDS Webservice Applied functionality to allow for access control to 

single user/device table order edit. 

TTP 19528 FDS Configurator Fixed Configurator - Deleting a Galley Printer Station, 

will remove from the Restaurant. 

TTP 21943 FDS Configurator Fixed Reports - Event log is not functioning as 

expected. 

TTP 22961 FDS Configurator Fixed Server grid does not updated when security role 

is changed. 
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TPID Product Description 

TTP 23080 FDS Configurator Fixed FDS - Parameter - Application crash when click 

at "Purge Log Trigger". 

TTP 23121 FDS Configurator Fixed FDS - Configurator Galley Printer Stations are 

not working with a Code less than 6 Digits. 

TTP 23208 FDS Configurator Fixed loss track of user that locking the table in Lock 

Table. 

TTP 23226 FDS Configurator Fixed the saved report issue when report is saved even 

though user cancel save process at confirmation 

message. 

TTP 23296 FDS Configurator Fixed system display duplicate location name in 

location control that lead to misunderstanding. 

TTP 23382 FDS Configurator Fixed display notification message to user if user try to 

import the table's capacity less than 0 or more than 30. 

TTP 23395 FDS Configurator Fixed error message display when user try to preview 

more than one automation report. 

TTP 23435 FDS Configurator Fixed report function is missing validation at report 

selector column. 

TTP 23436 FDS Configurator Fixed to include the SWLibraryExt.dll in all compile 

and FDS setup file. 

TTP 23440 FDS Configurator Fixed unhandled issue when user try to import a report 

that open by another program. 

TTP 23447 FDS Configurator Fixed application crashed issue when user perform 

copy, cut and paste function in FDS reporting. 

TTP 23460 FDS Configurator Fixed report is unable to edit or delete the selectors 

from the ribbon menu bar. 

TTP 23461 FDS Configurator Fixed unhandled issue when user multiple click at the 

filter selection area. 

TTP 23525 FDS Configurator Fixed Multiple Guests' tabs are open and show at FDS 

configurator. 

TTP 23534 FDS Configurator Fixed Meal Details - Meal type is not showing when 

edit Meal item in Menu. 

TTP 23593 FDS Configurator Resolved issue refresh button for generic account is not 

functioning. 

TTP 23594 FDS Configurator Fixed issue that all the generic accounts are getting 

updated when delete a generic account's image and 

save it. 

TTP 23677 FDS Configurator Resolved slow loading issue on galley station form. 

TTP 23706 FDS Configurator Prompt warning message when user try to delete an 

event that already has check opened. 
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TPID Product Description 

TTP 22500 FDS DB Installer Fixed log in FDS tables like check_header, check_items, 

check_modifiers and services. 

TTP 23299 FDS DB Installer Added 'Import from SilverWhere' in guest form to 

import guest from bkstg_dining.passenger table. 

TTP 23668 FDS DB Installer Added new indexes in FIDELIODMS database. 

TTP 23025 FDS Displays Fixed FDS Display Error message due to FDSDisplay is 

looked for wrong swlibary.dll. 

TTP 23140 FDS Mobile Fixed unable to perform reprint Service Round 

function. 

TTP 23142 FDS Mobile Fixed user unable to serve item that is not require to 

print when service rounds are greater than maximum 

Service Round. 

TTP 23143 FDS Mobile Fixed New created service round is not sync to server 

until the service round is sent to galley or table is being 

release. 

TTP 23206 FDS Mobile Fixed to remove guest which manually added in FDS 

after user perform clean-clear in SilverWhere. 

TTP 23214 FDS Mobile Fixed My station is not refresh after user has change the 

restaurant. 

TTP 23221 FDS Mobile Fixed Menu overview did not filter the order that 

already deleted. 

TTP 23285 FDS Mobile Fixed system crashed issue when re-open table with 

seated generic account in different tablet. 

TTP 23673 FDS Mobile Fixed Guests with RES_STATUS “CL” is not loaded to 

sql server and is not show in FDS. 

TTP 23681 FDS Mobile Fixed the issue with dirty table is not getting clean 

status after clean process at SilverWhere. 

TTP 23682 FDS Mobile Fixed at FDS which is user able to go into table that 

locked by other even system go offline. 

TTP 23692 FDS Mobile Fixed FDS - Event disappear when the active event end 

at the next day, so user unable to proceed with meal 

ordering. 

TTP 23708 FDS Mobile Fixed future menu's items was not imported after user 

reset database. 

TTP 23710 FDS Mobile Fixed to insert a new CHECK_GUID when guest is 

transferred from a table to another using a different 

tablet.  

TTP 23712 FDS Mobile Resolved issue pop up message for printer destination 

always displays in background. 
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TPID Product Description 

TTP 23713 FDS Mobile Fixed parameter web service address is not inserted 

when fresh installed MSSQL meal count database. 

 

Release Notes 9.0.3 Build 

Release Notes 9.0.3.12 RC 

TPID Product Description 

TTP 23725 FDS Mobile Added new feature to cater mixed location for 

alternative reservation and classic dining 

reservation. 

TTP 23765 FDS Mobile Fixed classic dining guests tiles are cache when 

viewing on different table in mixed location. 

TTP 23770 FDS Mobile Fixed guests seated position is not printed in order 

in pickup check. 

   

Release Notes 9.0.3.41 OR 

TPID Product Description 

TTP 23692 FDS Mobile Event disappears when the active event ends at the 

next day, hence user is unable to proceed with meal 

ordering. 

TTP 23698 FDS Configurator Fixed the incorrect Prepared amount in "Prepared 

to Sales Comparison" report.  

TTP 23944 FDS Configurator Fixed the issue that report does not show report 

formula by removing ‘ToProperCase’ property. 

TTP 23963 FDS DB Installer Added DMS_SUMITEMTYPES view, modified 

DMS_ORDERS view and added TYP_ENTITY Z02 

record in TYP table. 

TTP 23964 FDS DB Installer Modified triggers for ALTER_RES, ALTER_GUEST 

and passenger, added “CheckForDuplicateGuests” 

function and create job to purge deleted or unused 

data.  

TTP 23971

   

 

FDS DB Installer Added 3 new parameters which is Block Next 

Service Until Served, Enable Quick Seat and 

Guests Import Status. 
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Release Notes 9.0.3.135 RC 

TPID Product Description 

TTP 23872 FDS Configurator Resolved issue in FDS report when user group is 

less than 6 chars was unable to open report even 

access is granted. 

Release Notes 9.0.3.73 OR 

TPID Product Description 

TTP 24219 FDS DB Installer Added Indexes in PAR, Check_Items, Allocation, 

Guests, Printers, Check_Modifier and MCDA. 
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